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the GUI 
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Chapter 1. INTRODUCTION TO THE TING-PL 

The Text-in-the-GUI Pattern Language or TinG-PL was developed to support developers 
when including textual elements in a traditional, non-responsive graphical user interface 
(GUI) displayed on a large screen and interacted with through mouse and keyboard. It was 
developed for English-language GUIs, although most of it applies to any GUI regardless of 
language. 

The TinG-PL currently consists of five design patterns and one anti-pattern. The design 
patterns provide guidance on What the pattern is about, When to use it, Why it’s a good idea 
and finally How to implement the pattern. Examples are given when and where appropriate. 

A note on consistency 

Consistency is prescribed explicitly in most of the patterns but where it isn’t, you should still 
take it as prescribed implicitly. You should always strive for consistency in the way you 
phrase similar things. 

A note on capitalization 

In all sections on How to implement a pattern, capitalization of the text will be specified. 
Rather than repeating the same phrases over and over again, the following terminology is 
used: 

 When Title Case is specified, this is an instruction to capitalize the first letter of the first 
and last words and of all words in between, with the exception of articles (a, an, and the); 
coordinating conjunctions (and, but, for, nor, or, so, and yet); and prepositions of four 
letters or fewer (at, for, with, into, etc.). 
Example: This Message Is Written in Title Case. 

 When Sentence Case is specified, this is an instruction to capitalize only the first letter of 
the first word.  
Example: This message is written in Sentence Case. 

Regardless of the capitalization style, words or phrases that come with their own 
capitalization (e.g. QC, Qt, SVD, L1) keep this under all conditions. 



Chapter 2. TITLING 

A title holds together a grouping of controls. Note that this is different from a label (see the 
chapter on Labeling), which states what a control is for.  

2.1. What 

Give groupings of controls a name and show that name on the screen. 

2.2. Use When 

Multiple controls are related to each other. 

2.3. Why 

Titles allow people to refer to parts of the software when talking or thinking about it. Thus, 
they allow users to find relevant screen areas; they allow developers to discuss their work 
with other developers; and they allow user support (including technical writers and trainers) 
to discuss things with users. 

2.4. How 

Windows and dialog boxes 

 Keep the title as short as possible and use Title Case. 

 If a window or dialog box is opened from a menu, make its title exactly match the name 
of the option that opens it.  

Example: 

  

Tabs 

 Title with one single word. If this is really not possible, then keep as short as possible and 
use Title Case. 

Example: 

 



Group boxes 

 Keep the title as short as possible and use Title Case. 

Example: 

 



Chapter 3. LABELING 

A label states what a control is for. Note that this is different from a title (see the chapter on 
Titling), which groups multiple controls. 

3.1. What 

Label every input control on every form, with the exception of icons (for icons, use the 
Tipping pattern instead).  

3.2. Why 

Unlabeled controls leave the user guessing as to what they’re for; they invite confusion, 
dissatisfaction and user error. 

3.3. Use When 

You place a control on a form for the user to interact with. 

3.4. How 

Some software uses so-called accelerator keys to allow the user to select controls using the 
keyboard, by pressing a modifier key (on Windows: the Alt key) together with a letter key 
corresponding by default to the first letter of the control’s label. If this is the case, then you 
should label your controls so as to not have multiple controls starting with the same letter. If 
duplication cannot be avoided, then you need to use non-default accelerator keys and label 
your controls so that they carry as much meaning to the user as possible.  

Menus and menu options 

 Keep as short as possible. Options in context menus can often be shorter than those in the 
main menu, as the object of the action is already specified (by the user right-clicking on 
it) and only the action has to be specified.  

 Use Title Case. 

 Follow existing conventions. Some existing conventions exist in the wider world (the File 
menu, the Edit menu), others exist in the world of our own software only (Input > Session 
Setup, Display > Global Settings, Output > Generate). 

 Focus on nouns and imperative verbs (e.g. Tools; Edit; Inversion). 

 Group options as appropriate. 



 Insofar as possible and insofar as this does not violate existing conventions, order menus 
from left to right and menu options from top to bottom in accordance with a typical 
workflow sequence through the software. 

Example: 

 

Buttons 

 Keep as short as possible and use Title Case. 

 Give a clear indication as to what clicking the button will do. 

 Follow existing conventions. 

 Do not change the label depending on the software’s state, for example, from ‘On’ to 
‘Off’. If you think there is a need to do something like this, replace the button with a 
checkbox or options group. 

 If the button opens a window or dialog box, start from the title of the window or dialog 
box. Then remove as many words as possible, which will definitely include all words that 
are not capitalized. 

Example: 

 

Input controls (input fields, check boxes, radio buttons, drop-down lists, 
etc.) 

 Keep as short as possible and use Sentence Case.  

 Do not place a colon, comma or period at the end. 

Example: 

 



Chapter 4. TIPPING 

This pattern is about tooltips (a.k.a ‘balloon Help’). 

4.1. What 

Display a floating support text close to an icon when the user hovers the mouse pointer over 
it. 

4.2. Why 

Icons are unlabeled and therefore difficult to interpret. 

4.3. Use When 

You use icons (note: an icon is a button showing a graphic rather than a text label). 

4.4. How 

 If the icon duplicates a menu option, then make the tooltip exactly duplicate the text of 
that menu option (including capitalization). If the menu option is meaningless without its 
menu, concatenate (e.g., Input Seismic for an icon duplicating the Input > Seismic menu 
option). 

 If the icon opens a window or dialog box, start from the title of the window or dialog box. 
Then remove as many words as possible, which will definitely include all words that are 
not capitalized. 

 Be consistent: write series of tooltips (e.g., for icons in a toolbar) along similar lines: all 
nouns, say, or all imperative verbs.  

 Keep as short as possible and use: 

 Title Case if you manage to keep the tooltip limited to one or two words. 

 Sentence Case if you need a complete sentence. In this case, end the sentence with a 
full stop. 

 Write description, not prescription. Do not ‘talk to’ the reader and do not write as if the 
software itself is talking. 

 Follow existing conventions. 



Chapter 5. OFFERING 

This pattern is about offering the user a list of values to choose from: in drop-down lists, list 
boxes or combo boxes. 

5.1. What 

Present all possible input values in an overview from which the user can pick one. 

5.2. Why 

Restricting the input to valid choices reduces the chance of user error. 

5.3. Use When 

The range of possible input values is restricted. 

5.4. How 

 Use Sentence Case. 

 Ensure that the list is internally consistent; that is, that all its choices are similarly 
phrased. 

Example: 

 



Chapter 6. MESSAGING 

6.1. What 

A message is shown to inform the user about the current state of the software. 

A message can be shown in a designated status area or in its own window (message box).  

6.2. Why 

Information that depends on the current state of the software cannot be presented in Help or 
documentation. 

When the user needs to know something at a particular stage in the process, this must be 
brought to his attention in such a way as to force him to actually read the message.  

6.3. Use When 

There are various situations in which you want to inform the user: 

 The user needs immediate feedback. 

 The user needs to be aware of processing results. 

 For processing to continue, the user needs to provide (further) input. 

 It is imaginable that the user wants to change his input before processing continues. 

 It is imaginable that the user wants to cancel processing altogether. 

6.4. How 

Use the status area for messages that are of interest to the user but not essential and for 
information that changes continuously, for example, as the user moves the mouse over the 
display. 

Use a separate window (message box) for feedback on a particular state of the software. 
When the software gets in a state that the user should know about immediately, make the 
message box modal (as non-modal messages may be overlooked or ignored). When 
consideration of your message can be delayed without consequences, you may make the 
message box non-modal. 

 Use Sentence Case. 

 Remove all unnecessary words (‘might’, ‘please’ etc.). 

 Limit punctuation: use no exclamation marks. End every sentence in a full stop. 

 Describe the situation that gives rise to the message in terms that make sense to the user. 



 If user action is required which is not immediately obvious from the description, tell the 
user what to do. 



Chapter 7. ELABORATING (AN ANTI-PATTERN) 

Every now and then I spot an attempt to provide user instructions or feedback directly in the 
GUI itself. For such textual elements, the design pattern is simple and can be summarized in 
one word (OK, arguably two words): 

don’t. 

The reasons for this straightforward advice are many: 

 If the GUI invites user error, then it should be improved. Adding more elements to it will 
not only not help, it will actually make the design even less intelligible. 

 If something needs further explanation, it probably needs more explanation than can be 
summarized in a short text string.  

 The instructional text is likely to escape maintenance when changes are made to 
functionality. 

 Discrepancies may easily occur between instructions in the GUI and those in the Help. 

 Writing instructional text is not a developer’s core skill and should be left to your friendly 
local technical writer. 

 Users who need information should not be discouraged from referring to the 
documentation. 

7.1. Examples 

Remove, and fix the interaction 

In the figure below, the Start value in the second column cannot meaningfully be different 
from that in the first column. In this case, it should be impossible for the user to enter it.  

 



In the figure below, the fact that a default database will be created can be made self-
explanatory. 

 

Remove and leave to the Help 

In the figure below, a user who is not (yet) familiar with the procedure should simply click 
Help. 

 



Chapter 8. FURTHER READING 

This TinG-PL document embodies one particular, coherent approach to textual elements in a 
GUI. If it’s piqued your interest in the subject, here are a few more: 

 The Windows Dev Center’s page on User Interface Text: https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-
us/library/windows/desktop/dn742478(v=vs.85).aspx  

 The macOS Human Interface Guidelines’ page on Terminology and Wording: 
https://developer.apple.com/library/content/documentation/UserExperience/Conceptual/O
SXHIGuidelines/TerminologyWording.html  

 The Qt Documentation Snapshot on User Interface Text Guidelines: https://doc-
snapshots.qt.io/qtcreator-extending/qtcreator-ui-text.html 

 The OpenOffice.org User Interface Text Style Guide: 
http://www.openoffice.org/specs/collaterals/guides/_components.inv/UITextStyleGuide.h
tml  

Note that these are different sets of guidelines and every one of them will, as does the TinG-
PL, contradict one or more of the others on one or more points. There is no objective right or 
wrong: there is just consistency. 

 


